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Bird rescue blairstown nj

Tony Kurdzuk/The Star-LedgerJeanne Gilligan, who directs Saving a Parrot Helping The Parrot Wing, with a Mullikan Cockatoo named Boomer (left) and a blue fronted Amazon parrot named Rocky. BLAIRSTOWN - Jeannie Gilligan has no such thing as a normal parrot. Each of her feathered friends - and she has more than 150 of them - has her own
distinctive attributes: Some are great talkatives, while others tend to hold on to themselves; some are sexist, they prefer to be in the company of men rather than women or vice versa; and yet others would just like to stay alone. Each of them has their own personality. Each bird is like a 5-year-old child. It's obvious when a bird loves someone and you can
also tell if a bird doesn't like a human. It's very obvious, Gilligan said.Pointing to a white molucan cockadoo with a salmon crest, Gilligan said with a laugh: And he doesn't like me. The bird squats as it is held by her neighbor Brian Bailey, who helps Jeanne and her husband, John, run Help Wing Parrot Rescue from a converted garage at gilligans' home on a
25-acre farm in Blairstaun, Warren County . Parrots are smarter than the average dog. Just because you feed them and love them doesn't mean they'll love you back,' said Karen Windsor, executive director of Foster Parrots Ltd., a nonprofit group that runs the Exotic Wildlife Sanctuary of New England in Hope Valley, R.I. In fact, they can define you to be a
rival or they just can't like how you smell or color your hair. They can be aggressive, territorial, extremely loud and relentless in their pursuit of attention, she said. Tony Kurdzuk/The Star-LedgerToby, a blue-green macaque owned by Jeannie Gilligan on helping rescue the parrot's wing. Toby came from a house that had seven children and ripped feathers so
bad that they were unlikely to grow back. The Gilligans founded Helping Wing, a nonprofit center for the rescue and adoption of parrops and other exotic birds, in Hopewell Junction, N.Y., in 2008 after Jeanne Gilligan lost her job as an accountant. They moved to Blairstown in August.Today they have about 80 parrots ready for adoption. Some are
rehabilitated, while others are older bird sanctuaries. More are part of Gilligan's personal collection of 25 parrots, which she keeps in two rooms in her newly renovated home. The couple also has a smaller collection of parakeetes and sputum. The price of taking parrot ranges from $250 to $600, depending on the size of the bird. The cost is much lower than
the price of parrots sold in pet stores, which can sometimes charge up to $2,500 for a particular species, Gilligan said . Our price covers checking (veterinary care), food and housing. It barely covers the cost,' Bailey said. Most importantly, Gilligan wants brightly colored birds to go to good homes, noting that many have come to the wing's aid as a result of
people who have done what she describes as spontaneous - without realizing the commitment that entails. To ensure that the Birds get good homes, help wing requires potential owners to meet birds several times before taking one home. Adoption as gifts for another person is prohibited. Tony Kurdzuk/Star-LedgerBryan Bailey, a volunteer with the help of
saving the parrot's wing, hugs an affectionate mullikan cockadu named Boomer. Parrots form strong thoughts about their people. It's important not to send a parrot home with someone the parrot doesn't like because this adoption would be meant to fail, Windsor said. And parrots are very opinionual. Prospective owners must also agree to periodic
inspections of the house, helping the wing after adoption, and they must also agree to return the bird for free if they can no longer keep it. First impressions mean a lot to me. If someone tells me they want a bird that speaks - it's not someone I'm going to work with. They will receive the bird for the wrong reasons. There's so much more to it than that. All birds
have the ability to speak; it's up to them if they want to,' Gilligan said. Interactions between a potential owner and a bird during the pre-adoption process are key, she said. We like the bird to pick you up. For more information or volunteering at Help Wing, visit ahelpingwing.org More Warren County News Tell us a story about how you met your furry best friend
and help other pet lovers discover the joy of adopting pets! Tell us your story home The American Wild Tails Volunteer Rescue Center Donate ❤ The Humane America Animal Foundation, dba Adopt-a-Pet.com, is a nonprofit, taxed 501 (c)(3) acceptance advertising charity. Our mission (and passion) is to help get homeless pets out of shelters and into loving
homes. Let us know what you think! Special thanks to our sponsors, Purina, Chewy and PetBasics, whose support makes our lifesaving work possible. For the love of birds there is a rescue bird operating in New Jersey and Philadelphia solely for the charitable and educational purposes of companion birds through rescue, care and accommodation. We are a
501c3 nonprofit registered in New Jersey, which is run by a group of dedicated volunteers. We have permission from the state of New Jersey, the Fish &amp; Department; wildlife for exotic and non-game wildlife species ownership. Instead of one central location, our birds care in private foster homes throughout New Jersey and Philadelphia, considering a
healthy varied diet and many toys until a suitable and loving new home is found. Each bird is an individual and is encouraged at its own pace to develop a sense of security, confidence and positive engagement with people and develop the skills to succeed in their next home. Every bird in our care will be seen as a person and work to improve your diet,
health, security, joy, confidence and positive interaction with people. We will work with the bird to build trust, activate their search system and develop the skills to succeed in their next home. We do not send since we think it's very stressful for them. More information about our adoption or surrender processes can be found in the navigation area on the left.
Adoption Application • Surrender/Rehome Form Foster Application • Volunteer Application • There Will Be a Provision (PDF) We 501 (c) 3 registered nonprofit Parrot Rescue located in Warren County, New Jersey.Our goal is to find the best home for every bird in need. If you can offer a parrot a safe and loving environment, good food, and a family to call
your flock - then we'd like to hear from you. We work with all kinds of birds - from small to large. Our rescue residents can include macaques, cockatooes, Amazons, smokes, cockatooes, parakeetes and shuddering at any time. Your patience and compassion may be needed depending on each circumstance, but every bird is really worthwhile and special!
Please contact us for more informationJon and Jeanne GilliganPhone: 845.475.8249Fax: 908.946.0249ahelpingwing@gmail.com 908.946.0249ahelpingwing@gmail.com
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